
 

Summer 2013 

 

To our clients, partners and friends:  

 

 

The quarter just ended offered a mixed bag of economic and market news, leading to a wide range of investment returns for 

various asset classes. 

 

In the Headlines 
The headlines, as usual, can be confusing. Positives included an improving US economy (albeit at a snail’s pace), increasing 

consumer confidence and household wealth, a recovering job market, a marked rebound in real estate and the continuation of a 

healthier corporate America. Negative headlines featured turmoil in the bond markets which led to rising interest rates, fears of a 

looming US equity market correction, recession woes in the EU, China’s slowed growth, the global economic effects of China 

and the EU and ever-present geopolitical worries.  

 

Arguably, this mixed bag of news has become the norm since the Great Recession, and as a result, we think a review of recent 

market performance is in order.  

 

Market Overview  
First, the good news. Other than a brief period late in the quarter, stocks have continued their upward trend, with US large cap 

stocks (S&P 500) gaining 2.9% during the quarter and 13.8% for the first half of 2013. Small cap stocks (Russell 2000) 

performed even better, up 3.1% for the quarter and 15.9% through June. 

 

While the strength of the US stock market has received lots of attention, unfortunately, that's the extent of the good news. 

Almost all other asset classes lost ground during the quarter, with many in negative territory for the year thus far. And as a 

consequence, portfolios with a mix of assets – which most all our clients have – will show results that are materially below that 

of the US stock market. That may be surprising to some, but consider what has occurred with several other asset classes: 

 

Foreign stocks (MSCI EAFE) have demonstrated an unusually large divergence from US stocks, losing 1% during the quarter 

and up a modest 4.1% for the first half. And emerging markets equities (MSCI EM) have been a huge disappointment, down 

8.1% for the quarter and 9.6% so far this year. 

 

Commodity prices have also dropped. The Dow Jones UBS Commodity Index that includes oil, corn and gold among other 

items, fell 10.5% in the first half of the year. Gold alone (S&P GSCI Gold TR), just recently the darling of many "bandwagon 

jumpers,” has seen a comeuppance of sorts, declining an astounding 24.1% this year. 

 

Bonds – the subject of much media attention – suffered as well. Comments from the Federal Reserve about the coming 

end to accommodative monetary policies (i.e., "easy money") sent the bond market reeling. Never mind that this has 

been anticipated for months, even years, or that is hasn't even happened yet. The bond markets suddenly turned and 

sent rates upward, with investors yanking billions of dollars out of bonds. As a consequence, bonds, as measured by the 

Barclay's US Aggregate Bond Index, have lost 2.4% this year, almost all of that coming during the 



 
  

 

 

second quarter. On a broader scale, the Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global Bond Market Index fell 1.5% in May, its largest 

monthly loss since April 2004. 

 

Along the way, the yield on the 10-year US Treasury has risen an astonishing 35% from 1.8% at the start of the year to 2.5% as 

of June 30. Bear in mind, that increase is entirely due to market forces of supply and demand (and speculation); the Fed hasn't 

changed rates a bit (indeed, it can only directly influence extremely short-term "overnight" rates).   

 

While we have been, and continue to be, concerned about the prospect of rising interest rates, the recent surge was historic – the 

yield on the 10-year Treasury (CBOE Interest Rate 10-Year T-No) increased 49% in the second quarter (from 1.7% to 2.5%), 

the largest quarterly increase since data inception in 1962 – and therefore a bit surprising. However, over long time periods the 

10-year Treasury yield tends to be 2% to 2.5% above inflation; so with inflation at approximately 1.5% (per latest trailing 12-

month Consumer Price Index), in theory rates “should be” at least 1% higher.  

 

And finally, as everyone knows by now, the return on cash-like vehicles continues to hover around zero; this, of course, is a 

more direct consequence of the Fed's current policies. We do recognize that zero sounds better than losing, but keep in mind that 

we also need to be wary of inflation. While inflation continues to be modest, as noted above it is not zero, so cash-equivalent 

investments are sure-fire way to destroy value (purchasing power) over time.   

 

With all this as backdrop, perhaps it's not so surprising after all that returns have been a little lackluster so far this year. 

Domestic stocks have provided a nice bump, but other asset classes have been a drag on overall performance. Even the 

"alternative strategies" we employ – some of which are tactically managed and include foreign stocks, commodities, bonds, etc. 

– have failed to provide much lift this year. That doesn't make us any less enthusiastic about their role in portfolios, especially 

with regard to lowering volatility and downside risk, but we are a little disappointed in recent results. 

 

So where to from here? 

We always expect stocks to be volatile – history has proved this time and again. So far this year, that's been good (i.e., upward) 

volatility. But what's disconcerting is that any historical investment construct would also presume the bond portion of client 

portfolios to be the anchor, providing modest returns with modest risk. In the face of likely rising rates, however, that becomes 

more than a little problematic. While it's tempting to reduce bond exposure because of anticipated headwinds, the evidence 

suggests that even in difficult bond markets, this asset class still helps control overall portfolio volatility. So selling bonds here 

would likely increase portfolio risk, something we are very reluctant to do. 

 

Instead, we search for fixed income strategies that will help provide decent returns without subjecting clients to undue interest 

rate or credit risk. That's a bit tricky, especially because evaluating bond managers via historical performance doesn't work. In 

short, the bond environment over the next thirty years will be very different from the past thirty. So we challenge ourselves to 

think outside the box and are encouraged that we have found some sound, creative strategies for our clients. We expect that 

achieving fixed income returns will be a challenge, but we're determined to do our best for clients and add value where we can. 

 

Overall we continue to feel very good about our chosen managers, but are always prepared to make changes as warranted. As 

our clients know, one of many the benefits of our structure is simple – we'll fire managers if needed. By not having any of our 

own "proprietary" products, we remain objective and independent with respect to acting on our clients' behalf – and that applies 

to both strategy selection and manager selection. We are constantly evaluating existing managers and searching for new 

strategies that will help our clients achieve their long-term goals.  

 

 



 

Long-term perspective is paramount in these turbulent times. Our focus has never been on a one or two-month (even one 

quarter or one year) period and we resist the temptation to succumb to popular sentiment. Instead, our focus centers on 

achieving clients’ long-term goals. The fact of the matter is good advice rarely changes, even though markets constantly 

do. A large part of our job is to help clients stay the course, navigate the rough patches, and remain disciplined. Too often, 

advice that sounds good in the short run is the most dangerous in the long run. History is rife with examples of this, too 

numerous to mention here. With that in mind, we maintain conviction in our disciplined process and methodology (which 

has withstood numerous market cycles) to help our clients get from point A to point B.  

 

As always, we thank you for your continued confidence in us and are happy to discuss your individual circumstances at 

any time. 

 

Sincerely, 

Strategic Wealth Partners 

 
 
Sources of information:  Morningstar data from Zephyr Style Advisor, Yahoo! Finance, The Bureau of Labor Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


